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Abstract

Efficient and comprehensive assessment of students knowledge is an imperative task in any
learning process. Short answer grading is one of the most successful methods in assessing
the knowledge of students. Many supervised learning and deep learning approaches have
been used to automate the task of short answer grading in the past. We investigate why
assistive grading with active learning would be the next logical step in this task as there
is no absolute ground truth answer for any question and the task is very subjective in
nature. We present a fast and easy method to harness the power of active learning and
natural language processing in assisting the task of grading short answer questions. A web-
based GUI is designed and implemented to incorporate an interactive short answer grading
system. The experiments show that active learning saves the time and effort of graders in
assessment and reaches the performance of supervised learning with less amount of graded
answers for training.
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1. Introduction

Assessing the knowledge of students is one of the most important phases of the learning
process Mohler et al. (2011). Different forms of assessments that exist today include multiple
choice questions, fill-in-the-blanks, essay questions, and short answer questions. Prior works
have shown that multiple choice questions and fill-in-the-blanks fail to capture the vital
aspects of the acquired knowledge such as reasoning and self-explanation Wang et al. (2008).
In contrast, questions which require the students to construct responses in natural language
have been found to be more effective in assessing their grasp on the subject matter Roy
et al. (2016). Essay questions and short answer questions belong to this category. This
work is more concerned about short answer questions where students construct answers in
natural language.

Assessing the students’ responses in time and giving quick feedback’s enables the stu-
dents to realize the mistakes and learn from them. Limited availability of teachers, online
learning platforms, and individual or group study sessions done outside classrooms necessi-
tated quick and efficient assessment of free text responses Mohler et al. (2011). Computer
assisted assessment / automatic grading evolved as a solution to this problem and a lot
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Figure 1: Workflow of active learning in assisted short answer grading. Image adapted from Burrows
et al. (2015)

of research has been done on automating the grading short answer responses Leacock and
Chodorow (2003); Pulman and Sukkarieh (2005); Mohler and Mihalcea (2009).

Automatic short answer grading essentially deals with using computational methods to
compute the grades for students’ answers. A typical work flow of an automatic short answer
grading would include learning a machine learning model to compute the grade based on
the features extracted from the students’ answers. Though these approaches were able
to produce decent results, they suffer from many shortcomings such as; lack of sufficient
amount of labeled training data in the domain to learn the models, failure to capture the
different wordings/phrasing of the students, and being a passive learner where the models
learn the rules once and apply them on new input answers (thus being less robust to new
data). Figure 1 illustrates the work flow proposed in this paper which implements active
learning for the task of short answer grading. A generic scoring model tries to learn this
task of measuring the correctness of each answer continuously with a human in the loop.
Active learning seems to be the best choice for this task as it actively queries the human
for grades of the samples it is most uncertain of. By actively selecting the data samples
to label, it reduces a considerable amount of labeled training samples, thus, alleviating the
problem of insufficient labeled data which is prevalent in supervised learning approaches.

We evaluated various active learning strategies as a potential solution to overcome the
deficits of automated short answer grading in three different datasets. The best active learn-
ing query strategy is selected for the final comparison with the supervised learning approach
and finally we conducted the experiment to measure the ease in grading by measuring the
number of clicks. A generic interactive model for assessments in different domains is imple-
mented based on the results of experiments performed using a web-based Graphical User
Interface (GUI).

The main contributions of this paper are;

• Application of active learning to improve the grading experience.

• Comparison of active learning query strategies useful for short answer grading.

• New dataset for short answer grading.
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2. Related Work

Previous works in automating the task of short answer grading mostly comprised of either
matching predefined templates over student answers or measuring the similarity of student
answers to that of the teacher’s answer and compute the grade based on it. The history of
works on this task could be categorized into four approaches according to Burrows et al.
(2015).

• Works done by Callear et al. (2001) and Leacock and Chodorow (2003) belong to
a paradigm called concept mapping where the student answers are segmented into
different concepts and the score is given based on the presence of concepts in the
reference answer.

• Bachman et al. (2002); Pulman and Sukkarieh (2005); Ramachandran et al. (2015);
Meurers et al. (2011) followed a different approach called information extraction where
the systems extract a pattern from the student and the reference answers.

• Mohler et al. (2011); Sultan et al. (2016); Zesch et al. (2015) applied machine learning
based approaches by to training a model based on the features extracted using natural
language processing techniques.

• Kumar et al. (2017); Liang et al. (2018) have applied deep learning approaches to
improve the accuracy in the task of automatic short answer and essay scoring.

All the above methods have the goal of completely automating the grading procedure
and no one has achieved a 100% accuracy. A solution is to use assisted grading, in which
we solve the problems of data collection and deploying a machine learning model. Active
learning is a well established branch in machine learning for doing such assisted learning
tasks.

3. Active Learning

Active learning belongs to a special case of semi-supervised learning algorithm where the
learner is allowed to query the user to get the labels for data points which will help the
learner to perform better. When the learner is allowed to choose the data points for learning,
the performance of the learner is better with less labeled data. Supervised learning algorithm
performs well when the model is trained with a large number of labeled instances. But the
labeled instances are expensive, time-consuming, and difficult to obtain. The main aim of
the active learning is to improve the accuracy by labeling less number of instances which is
determined by the active learning query strategies.

3.1 Active Learning Scenarios

There are three main problem scenario that can occur when the learner queries the user.
They are 1) membership query synthesis, 2) stream-based selective sampling and 3) pool-
based sampling. All the experiments are done based on pool based sampling as it suits our
use case. The pool-based labeling setting consists of two pools of data which include a large
set of unlabeled data and a small set of labeled ones. The instances are queried based on
the usefulness to evaluate the other instances in the unlabeled pool.
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3.2 Query strategy frameworks

Passive learning approach has a large amount of labeled data which are sampled from
an underlying distribution is used to train a model. Then the trained model is used for
prediction. But in active learning, the learner query the most informative instance or the
best instance which is the main difference between active and passive learning. There are
various querying strategies to select the most informative query. Out of these uncertainty
sampling based methods performed better for our usecase.

3.2.1 Uncertainty Sampling

In uncertainty sampling, the active learner query the data for which the prediction prob-
ability is very uncertain to classify into a particular class. The two types of uncertainty
sampling are discussed below.

Least confident uncertainty sampling queries the instance for which the learner
is not confident about its prediction. The instance that has to be queried using the least
confident uncertainty sampling is found using the following equation given by Lewis and
Catlett (1994).

x∗LC = argmax
x

1− Pθ(ŷ|x) (1)

Here, Pθ(ŷ|x) is the prediction probability of an instance belonging to a most likely class.
This helps in finding the least confident instance for which the prediction probability for a
particular class is high.

Margin uncertainty sampling chooses instance considering the prediction probability
of both the first and second likely class for which the instance belongs. This is in contrast
to the least confident uncertainty sampling where it considers only the class for which the
instance has maximum prediction probability. Scheffer et al. (2001) compute the margin
uncertainty of the instances using,

x∗M = argmin
x

Pθ(ŷ1|x)− Pθ(ŷ2|x) (2)

where, Pθ(ŷ1|x) and Pθ(ŷ2|x) were the prediction probability of the first and second likely
class of a particular instance respectively. The instance for which the margin uncertainty
is minimum is queried.

4. Experimental Evaluation

We conducted various experiments to select the appropriate querying strategy for active
learning, to compare the effectiveness of active learning with respect to supervised learn-
ing and finally we demonstrate with a GUI how active learning can improve the grading
experience.

4.1 Datasets, Features and Classifiers

We used 3 short answer grading datasets from 3 different domains to evaluate the dif-
ferent active learning strategies. The dataset used are Mohler’11 Dataset Mohler et al.
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(2011),SemEval-2013 Task 7 dataset Nielsen et al. (2008) and finally a in-house ASAG
dataset.

The machine learning model used in this project is implemented with the help of the
scikit-learn library Pedregosa et al. (2011). The experiments were done with random forest
classifier as it is known for dealing with multiple features which could be correlated, and
reduce variance.

4.2 Experiment 1: Comparison of Different Query Strategies

Various active learning query strategies with different machine learning models were evalu-
ated based on accuracy on different datasets. Figure 2 shows the performance of difference
query strategies on different datasets. Committee based query strategies were not included
in the graph due to their inferior performance when compared to the uncertainty based
counterparts.

The experimental results on different datasets and using different query strategies show
that there is no single active learning setting that works well for all datasets. Least confident
based uncertainty sampling worked well in random forest classifier when features from
Sultan et al. (2016) were used.

(a) Mohler11 dataset (b) AGAG dataset (c) SemEval dataset (d)

Figure 2: Performance of different query strategies on different datasets. The x-axis represents the
percentage of labelled dataset used for training

4.3 Experiment 2: Efficiency of active learning based grading system

This experiment is conducted to measure the efficiency of using an interactive short answer
grading system to grade the assignments with active learning in the background 2. We
conducted the experiments in 2 parts, one without active learning support and other with
active learning support. The number of clicks required to grade all the answers in both the
settings were recorded. The experiments were done on all three datasets. All the students’
answers are displayed question-wise in the active learning-free version. In the version which
uses active learning, the model is trained on the grades given by the grader for 25% of the
answers and then the answers are displayed question-wise along with the predicted score
for every answer. The grader has the choice of changing the grade if he thinks that the
suggested score by the model is wrong. Random forest classifier with 100 trees and margin
based uncertainty sampling are used in the learning process. The number of clicks made in
both the learning-free version and learning assisted versions have been tabulated in Table
1.
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Datasets
Clicks with

active learning
Clicks without
active learning

Neural network 338 680
SemEval 2013 3527 5104
Mohler’11 1386 2352

Table 1: Number of clicks required to grade the
answers with and without active learning

Table 2: Querying stage of active learning in
GUI

As can be seen from the table 1, the grading process assisted by active learning massively
reduces the effort and time of the grader. In addition, the grader could spend more time in
constructing useful feedback’s for the students.

5. Limitations and Future Work

Getting the features proposed by Sultan et al. (2016) is time-consuming. This hinders
instant deployment of the grading system on a new dataset with the GUI. More time-efficient
feature generators would save time. The current workflow requires reference answers for
every questions to compute the similarity score and word alignment score. The quality of
the reference answer has a very high impact on the results of the grading system.Workflows
which are agnostic to model answers should be developed. The features work mostly in
a syntactic nature where the words are considered individually rather than on a semantic
basis where the whole meaning of a sentence is taken into account. Current deep learning
methods (for ex. work by Kumar et al. (2017)) seems to work at a more semantic level
which if incorporated can further reduce the time required for grading.

6. Conclusions

A workflow for assisted grading using active learning methods is proposed in this work.
A detailed evaluation of different active learning strategies on three different datasets is
done. Selected active learning strategy achieved similar performance as supervised learning
with less training samples, thus reducing the effort of graders. A web-based graphical user
interface (GUI) which can be used for the task of grading the answers with the help of
active learning is developed and made publicly available 1. The ASAG dataset along with
the features extracted is made publicly available 2.

Based on our experiments and usability of the system, assisted grading of short answer
questions is found to be helping in reducing efforts to grade. Thus, it could be seen as a
potential solution towards deploying current machine learning and deep learning methods
for short answer grading. We used basic feature extraction and machine learning models,
which can be replaced by other state of the art approaches for better performance in future.

1. https://github.com/DigiKlausur/AssistedShortAnswerGrading
2. https://github.com/DigiKlausur/ASAG-Dataset
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Appendix A. AI Assisted Grading System - GUI

The best active learning strategies (query strategy, and seed selection), features extracted
from the answers, and machine learning model which were determined from the experimental
results were incorporated into a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to be used by teachers or
professors while grading. Initially, the system queries the grades for certain percentage of
the total answers from the human grader, and then displays the notebooks in ’question-wise’
view. The purpose of question-wise view is to make the task of assessing the answers easier
for the humans.

This system reads all the notebook files of the students from a specified directory,
converts them into a Pandas dataframe, extracts the features from the answers needed for
the machine learning algorithm, learns the model for the task of grading, gets the grades
confirmed by a human and stores the grades along with human expert’s feedbacks which
is saved in another directory as Jupyter Notebook files. Tasks which include getting the
notebook files, processing them through the machine learning algorithm and saving the
grades with feedbacks occur in the backend while the display of the questions, answers,
grades and feedbacks is taken care of by the front end.

Once notebooks are converted into the Pandas dataframe format along with their fea-
tures, the whole dataset is fed into the active learning algorithm. Figure 2 shows the stage
where the queried answers appear in the GUI interface for the professor to grade. Certain
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(a) Question-wise view of answers after auto-
grading stage

(b) Final format of the notebook with grades
and feedbacks

Figure 3: Different views of the AI assisted grading system

percentage of the answers are queried from the grader in this manner and the model is
learned based on these grades. Once the grader is done grading the initial set of answers
queried through active learning, the autograded scores are displayed along with the answers
question by question.

Figure 3a shows this stage where all the students’ answers to the first question for the
grader to check. The grader could simply leave the grades as it is if he/she thinks that they
are right or has the option to change the grades in the manual grade section. In addition,
the professor can add further feedbacks by ticking the relevant opinions given under every
question. All the answers are saved back into Jupyter notebook format and Figure 3b shows
the final format of the notebook with the grades and feedbacks.
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